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Crypto Explorers comes to Asia!
Crypto Explorers seeks to create the world’s premier community of knowledgeable crypto-enthusiasts by hosting uniquely
orchestrated events with a limited number of participants (always capped at 36 to remain “classroom sized”); deploying a fairly
unusual roundtable format which strongly stimulates group engagement; and the highest caliber speakers – who act more like
discussion leaders and are typically based in the locations where we meet, thus knowing the local landscape very well. Our first
five Swiss events under the title “Crypto Valley Trip” (CVTs 1-5) were hosted in crypto hotspots Zug and Zurich (plus Liechtenstein)
and you can read more about how they fostered deep, collaborative, long-lasting networking at our website CryptoExplorers.org
Based on the great feedback we had from our previous participants – who are now members of our thriving Alumni Community –
as well as frequent interest from mainstream media to cover our work, we have decided to expand our activities to other corners
of the crypto world and Singapore will be our pilot two-day event in Asia during Blockchain Week just before Blockshow.com

Confirmed Speakers:
•

Eugene Aseev – CTO of Chainstack.com (CVT5 alumnus)

•

Pavel Bains – CEO of Bluzelle.com

•

Marcelo Garcia Casil – CEO of Maecenas.co (CVT5 alumnus)

•

Angus Cepka – Head of Advisory at BCW.group

•

Leslie Chan – VP of SingaporeBitcoinClub.sg

•

Kenrick Drijkoningen – Founder of Lunex.vc

•

Max Kantelia – Chairman and Chief Evangelist of Zilliqa.com

•

Kirill Sofronov – Blockchain Strategist at Carousell.com

•

Dorjee Sun – Co-Founder of Perlin.net and World Economic Forum Young Global Leader

•

Veronica Tan – Singapore Government Representative from IMDA.gov.sg

•

Gaurang Torvekar – CEO of Indorse.com

•

Francois Zhang Mingqian – Partner at ChaintechVentures.io

•

Wayne Yap – Co-Founder of Helixx Holdings WayneYap.sg/p/crypto (CVT4 alumnus)

We will be meeting the whole day (09:00 – 18:00) at the following main locations in Singapore:
•
•

Monday 26/11 @ Spectrum Global: 3 Fraser Street, DUO Tower, #05-21
Tuesday 27/11 @ Acronis/Chainstack + PayPal: 8 Temasek Boulevard, #30-01/02; Suntec Tower 3 (Chainstack) and Tower 5 (PayPal)

Mentions in Media:
www.economist.com/finance-andeconomics/2018/02/24/a-bankingcentre-seeks-to-reinvent-itself

www.ft.com/content/bea458ba25fc-11e8-b27e-cc62a39d57a0

www.handelszeitung.ch/unternehmen/waru
m-touristen-ins-crytpo-valley-zug-reisen
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avc.com/2017/07/avisit-to-crypto-valley
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What Crypto Explorers alumni are saying
“It was a pleasure to meet you all. Thank you everyone for all the value and enthusiasm that you brought to the 3 days.
And thanks to the organizers for being just centralized enough to make it great and just decentralized enough to keep it
fun!” – Jed Grant attended CVT3, CVT4 and CVT5 (founder of PeerMountain.com – sponsors of three CVT events)
“Great to meet and learn a lot from all of you in different perspectives. Every time I come is another quantum leap for my
crypto life” – Eli Wong attended CVT1, CVT4 and CVT5
“Crypto Explorers is considered the best program for networking in Crypto. I'm an alumnus of the second gathering from
October last year” – Henok Tekle attended CVT2 – His trip blog: www.hen.global/recap-crypto-valley-trip-2
“I’ve been with 35 other VCs, programmers, developers, and other experts discussing the land of Toblerone and blockchain.
It’s been a very enlightening experience” – Sam McCulloch attended CVT4 – His trip blog:
www.smarticoinvestor.com/crypto-explorers-4-thoughts-idyllic-three-day-blockchain-conference

Pricing and conditions
The Singapore event is our first in Asia after five sold out editions in the Swiss Crypto Valley with excellent feedback from
participants. To support this pilot initiative, we ask applicants to contribute with SG$500 for one day (Monday or Tuesday) or
SG$750 for both days. Sponsorship packages including speaker slots are also available to help fund all the fun stuff we do as a
group and those include one or more passes to attend the whole event. Payments methods are Crypto, PayPal or bank wire.
Referrals from Crypto Explorers alumni grant 30% off the prices above. We accept applications to our Scholarship Programme
for qualifying PhD/Post Doctorate students to attend our events at no cost (travel and accommodation expenses not covered).

Upcoming 2019 Trips
Crypto Explorers will expand globally in 2019 with a concept similar to the traditional “Hop On, Hop Off” tourist buses – we’ll
be visiting well recognized crypto hubs in each major crypto continent over a period of two to three weeks, spending two days
in each destination and participants are welcome to attend from a single day to the whole period. If you’re interested in
joining those, please contact info@cryptoexplorers.org. The destinations currently proposed for 2019 are the following:
•

Europe Winter: Jan-Feb 2019 (Crypto Valley, Malta, Dubai)

•

Asia Spring: Mar-Apr 2019 (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taipei, Tokyo, Seoul, Beijing)

•

Americas Summer: May-Jun 2019 (Toronto, New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Vancouver)

•

Europe Summer: Jul-Aug 2019 (Crypto Valley, Berlin, Tallinn, London)

•

Asia Autumn: Sep-Oct 2019 (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taipei, Tokyo, Seoul, Beijing)

•

Americas Winter: Nov-Dec 2019 (New York, Puerto Rico, Miami, Austin, Los Angeles, San Francisco)

Our Swiss events have been supported by renowned companies such as Thomson Reuters and Swisscom Blockchain, as well as
successful ICOs like Storj.io and Gladius.io – we are pleased to partner with the following sponsors for our Singapore pilot event:
Headline Sponsor

Headline Sponsor

http://cmt.digital

wayneyap.sg/p/crypto

http://spectrum.global

chainstack.com
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acronis.com

paypal.com

